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A

NEWLY PURCHASED LETTER

The following letter has recently been purchased by
Nuneaton Museum and Art Gallery ~nd its pub I ication
here (as far as we are aware, for the first time) is
with the Curator's kind permission. Unfortunately,
no year is shown with the date, neither is the
correspondent addressed in any other way than by
'My dear Sir', so it has been impossible to discover
to whom it was written. All one can say is that it was
penned some time between 1890 (the date of publ ication
of Oscar Browning's Life of George El iot) and 1925
when Sir Thomas Clifford Allbutt, the writer of the
letter, died - a very long span!
T. Clifford Allbutt (1836-1925) met George Eliot in
1868. In 1864 he had been appointed physician to. the
Leeds General Infi rmary. and George El iot and Lewes
spent two days looking around the new hospital with
him. He was the inventor of the cl inical thermometer
and was once thought to have been the original of
Lydgate in Middlemarch, although much more successful
than the hap I ess character in the novel.

23 Feb
St. Radegund's
Cambridge
My dear Sir,
I saw a good deal of George El iot in the years
to which you referred and she would pick up a
good deal from me and others about young men in
their early medical years.
And Lewes being
himself a physiologist and often associated with
medical men would tell her much and say much
before her. Among Lewes' and her friends were
Lockhart Clarke, W. F. Parker, (of the "shoulder
girdle ll ) Gardiner (1) of your own town and many
others. It was often laughingly said among us
that I had sat for Lydgate but this was only
banter. She constructed the character as great
imaginations can, out of very limited data as
Owen constructed the ( see f/»
etc.
She told me in respect of the Rainbow scene in
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s.

Marner that she had never "assisted" at a public
house gathering but constructed the scene from
bi ts of observation and reports.

I have often talked these matters over with
Mr. Oscar Browning and in his I ittl e I ife is
contained all of value I had to add to Cross'
big book. On the whole a good many scientific
medical men were known to her and Lewes was
often in and out of hospitals, (she went minutely
over Leeds new hospi tal with me*) and talked
pathology often.

I had been a Paris student 1860-61 and before I knew
G. E. and I introduced Duchane of Boulogne to Lewes
and others. Paris hospitals had not then begun
their reforms. Lewes was present at more than one
B. M. A. meeting.

I wish I could give you more facts of interest.
Believe me,
Yours truly,

(signed)

T. Clifford Allbutt

*

The phrase in brackets was inserted between the
lines of the letter, clearly as an afterthought.

~

The word which has not been deciphered is:

Can any reader help?
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